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cleanDocs product comparisons
cleanDocs
Sandard 2.5

cleanDocs
Pro 2.5

cleanDocs
Server 1.7

cleanDocs
SDK 2.2

Removes 100+ metadata types from Microsoft, PDF and PDF/A documents









Comprehensively cleans at sub-scond speeds









Cleans documents concurrently via multithreading









Desktop solution: analyzes, cleans, and converts from Windows Explorer





*

Cleans individual files or whole directories





*

Cleans image files (JPG and PNG)





Cleans attachments sent from Outlook (Microsoft Office/Windows)





CLEANING

Cleans any email not cleaned on the Desktop via Outlook add-in
(mobile devices, webmail, Outlook for Mac, etc)



*



Supports cleaning folders via a right-click





Unlimited cleaning pre-sets when emailing





Cleans compressed files (ZIP)







*

Cleans attachments inside nested emails (MSG files)







*

Cleans password-protected documents, including PDFs









Automatically zips large attachments (optionally applies passwords to zip)





Prompts to convert to PDF on detection of non-removable Excel data





Alerts Users to Track Changes and Comments in documents





Previews, analyzes, cleans metadata from Microsoft Office apps and
PDFs





Renames attachments while cleaning





Controlled programmatically to automate workflows

*

*


*
*

limited

full

EMAIL RECIPIENT CHECKING
Alows review of full email address, not just Outlook short name



Checks and requests confirmation of suspect email addresses before
sending emails



Remembers approvals per conversations, to shorten workflow



Allows configuration of blacklisted and whitelisted emails



Flags emails to high-risk (Gmail, Yahoo, etc) or non-standard addresses



Prompts before send on Reply All, Forward, and blank Subject line emails



Warns if replying to a Bcc’d email



SECURITY

*

Configures security to apply company-wide or to an individual





Analyzes documents on Send to assess risk





Alerts users of found metadata they may want to clean







*

Anonymizes author information in Track Changes/Comments









Controls potential data leaks as well as metadata







*

Amends or adds specific metadata and properties









Allows unlimited number of pre-set cleaning policies









Enforces company-wide metadata removal policies







*

Converts documents and attachments to PDF or PDF/A







Reports on metadata found in a document





* CLD SDK supports developers creating apps that do this, however the SDK doesn’t offer this functionality directly.



*
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cleanDocs product comparisons
cleanDocs
Sandard 2.5

cleanDocs
Pro 2.5

Microsoft Office integration, including Office 2019, via ribbon icons





Does not require Microsoft Office to be installed to clean





cleanDocs
Server 1.7

cleanDocs
SDK 2.2

INTEGRATIONS

DMS Desktop integration with:
iManage Filesite/Desksite
iManage Work 10
NetDocuments (ndOffice)
OpenText eDOCS DM
HighQ
Enforces policies of iManage Security Policy Manager

*



*











DEPLOYMENT
Easy to deploy and configure









Configuration Manager for quick central configuration and deployment







**

Unified approach to metadata cleaning









Citrix compatible





Supports 32 and 64-bit operating system





Clean and easy to use UI






* cleanDocs SDK supports developers creating apps that do this, however the SDK doesn’t offer this functionality directly.
** cleanDocs SDK readme documentation recommends developers download a copy of cleanDocs and use its Configuration Manager to create policies to use with the SDK.

cleanDocs removes metadata at sub-second speeds
cleanDocs removes metadata from documents at sub-second speeds thanks to binary-level and multithread processing.
Below are samples of cleanDocs speed.
cleanDocs SDK requires developers to use multiple threads to achieve parallel processing, as indicated by the 4x simple and 4x complex
benchmarks below.

MS WORD DOCUMENT

cleanDocs

Simple 10-page document

0.43 s

Simple 100-page document

0.49 s

Complex 10-page document

0.6 s

Complex 100-page document

1.57 s

4 x simple 10-page documents

0.99 s

4 x complex 10-page documents

1.38 s
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